
CRP has great potential as a viable alternative for documenting paleontological 
excavations
CRP has yet to be conducted at paleontological sites with such varied terrain
Creating 3D models will enable scientists to quantitatively analyze the morphology of 
specimens and their surroundings
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Bones mapped in situ with a string grid system
Strike and dip measurements taken of bed
Fossils jacketed and removed for study
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F mount, AOV 1.5 x lens focal length, 23.6 x 15.6 mm CMOS sensor, 16.9 total pixels, 
JPEG size: 4.3 MB. TIFF 96.5 MB: ; RAW size: 21 MB.
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Can build a sparse point cloud or a dense point cloud – has potential to have more 
data points than a laser scanner.
Planar surfaces extrapolated in 3 separate steps – 1. Wire frame made across 
surfaces, 2. Wire frame given depth, 3. Surfaces smoothed to create geometry.

Streamlined GUI interface with very little user control
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Autocalibration feature works fairly well – no noticeable difference in models build 
with the autocalibrate verses ones built with lab calibrated lens.
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Final portion of the Mammoth Site refer to as the Upper Bed.
Rotatable on all 3 axes, can zoom in or out.
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Can scale models one of two ways:
- Use GPS coordinates- either with GPS receiver on the camera or by importing at 

least 3 GPS coordinates for placed markers 
- Create scale manually by building scale bars based on known lengths within the 

study area or actual scale bars.  After creating scale bars, can then “Optimize” model 
to apply scale across scene. Results from the optimization are shown in the “View 
Estimated Scale Bar” window, like the box in upper right corner.  It indicates the error 
associated with each measurement and total error across the scene.

Murray, 380 square feet, 8.9 cm error
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Camera was farther away so the model has less detail when zoomed in and more 
error across the model area.  Also issues with shadows and there is the need for 
oblique photos of the area to aid in texture generation for side areas (like the walls).
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